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Budget Information:
Cost/Activity Category DHCD Request Other Funding Total
Telecommunications $53,172,880.00 $13,293,220.00 $66,466,100.00

Administration $1,480,000.00 $370,000.00 $1,850,000.00
Construction $38,201,680.00 $9,550,420.00 $47,752,100.00
Other: Electronics $10,091,200.00 $2,522,800.00 $12,614,000.00
Other: Engineering $3,400,000.00 $850,000.00 $4,250,000.00

Total: $53,172,880.00 $66,466,100.00$13,293,220.00

Budget Narrative:
The Total Project Request is as follows: VATI Request is $53,172,880.00 with a Match of $13,293,220.00 from the Co-Applicant,
Scott County Telephone Cooperative (SCTC) for a total project cost of $66,466,100.00. SCTC will construct a Fiber to the
Home Project to 19,646 locations with the ability to provide a symmetrical 1,000/1,000 Mbps which will be upgradable to a
10,000/10,000 Mbps symmetrical Broadband service. SCTC anticipates a 55+% take-rate or 10,814 locations of the 19,646
locations. See Attachment 10 - Documentation of Match Funding See Attachment 12 - Derivation of Costs

Questions and Responses:
Project Description and Need  
  
Describe why and how the project area(s) was selected. Describe the proposed geographic area including specific
boundaries of the project area (e.g. street names, local and regional boundaries, etc.). Attach a copy of the map of your
project area(s). Label map: Attachment 1 – Project Area Map.

1.

Answer:
The proposed Scott County Telephone Cooperative (SCTC) Project is located in Lee and Wise counties in
Virginia.  This project will be a Fiber-To-The-Premise (FTTP) project and will be located in the towns of Big Stone
Gap, Appalachia, Norton, Wise, Pound, Coeburn and Saint Paul and other areas of rural Wise County in Wise
County, VA and in the towns of Jonesville and Pennington Gap in Lee County, VA to serve 19,646
households.  SCTC has targeted these areas in Wise and Lee counties due to not having adequate broadband
services and these counties are economically depressed. Once this project is completed all of the LENOWISCO
Planning District will have access to a fiber to premise network with robust broadband speeds which can be
expanded to meet any future needs the region demands.                        

SCTC proposes to construct 900 miles of backbone fiber and 1,536 miles of distribution/drop fiber. This project
will cost $66,466,100.00 on an 80% grant and 20% match with $53,172,880.00 from the VTIA grant and
$13,293,220.00 match from SCTC.  LENOWISCO and SCTC have the desire to have FTTP in 100% of the
LENOWISCO Planning District. This will complete that goal. This FTTP project will provide a robust and reliable
service with speeds scalable to up to 10Gbps of service to each location.  This will cost approximately $3,383 per
location passed, which is cost competitive. SCTC has two lines of credit ($3 Million each) with RTFC at this time for
$6 Million of the match.  SCTC has $5 Million in cash.  SCTC's net income is approximately $4 Million per year to
make up the balance of the match. If SCTC foresees any cash flow issues, we will get another line of credit to
cover the balance of the match. 

SCTC has applied for a Reconnect Grant of $25,000,000, which is currently under review by USDA.  If awarded,
SCTC would use that grant to match this VTIA Grant. This will be option #2.  If SCTC received that grant,
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LENOWISCO would need to amend the original request to $37,466,100 with the $25,000,000 Reconnect Grant
serving as the match from SCTC and $4,000,000 coming from SCTC’s cash on-hand for a total match of 49.6% on
the total project cost and a 10.6% match by SCTC on the VATI grant of $37,466,100. This option will only be used if
SCTC is successful on the Reconnect grant application. Total project costs will be $66,466,100.00 would be funded
either way, but distributed differently if SCTC is successful on the Reconnect grant application.

There is a total of 19,646 potential locations within specified areas of Wise and Lee counties who do not have
sufficient broadband services. These specific areas (PFSA) are in Big Stone Gap (3,544 locations), Appalachia (950
locations) Norton (2,524 locations), Wise (2,007 locations), Pound (2,258 locations) and Coeburn (1,540 locations)
and Saint Paul and other rural areas of Wise County (4,805 locations) in Wise County, VA as well as Pennington
(1,259 locations), and Jonesville (759 locations) in Lee County, VA.

The project areas were selected for the following reasons:

 Wise County has a population of 36,130 which is approximately 102.8 people per square mile. The poverty
level for the county is at 20.3%. Wise County has a median household income of $38,888 which is only 62%
of the US median house hold income or 38% below the US median household income.

•

The towns of Big Stone Gap, Appalachia, Norton, Wise, Pound and Coeburn are all located within the
socially vulnerable communities in Wise County on the USDA records. 100% of the project area in Wise
County is located in socially vulnerable communities.

•

Lee County has a population of 22,173 which is 58.8 people per square mile. The poverty level is at 26%.
Lee County has a median household income of $32,888 which is 52% of the US median household income
or 48% below the US median household income.

•

The towns of Pennington and Jonesville are located within socially vulnerable communities in Lee County
on the USDA records. 100% of this project area in Lee County is located inside socially vulnerable
communities.

•

The economic need is evident for these distressed areas. The SAIPE score is 26% for Lee County and 20.3%
for Wise County.  This demonstrates the economic needs for this Proposed Funded Service Area.

•

SCTC will construct a Fiber-to-the-Premise (FTTP) project to deliver speeds from 100Mbps/100Mbps symmetrical
up to 1Gbps/1Gpbs of symmetrical dedicated broadband service to each location, which is scalable to
10Gbps/10Gpbs symmetrical. This will allow the people of the PFSA to have a better quality of life. The most
important aspect of this project will provide adequate bandwidth for their children to attend school virtually,
work from home/telework and conduct doctor visits from home/telemedicine. Also, a robust, reliable, fiber
infrastructure will promote economic development by attracting business to these rural communities which will
create jobs. This will allow a shift from a coal and farming as the primary economic generators to something that
is technology-based and sustainable. The Economic Development Agencies are promoting southwestern Virginia
as a Telework location due to the fiber assets and robust networks being constructed in the region. This project
will complete the LENOWISCO footprint with a robust, reliable, affordable fiber broadband network to meet the
regions needs today, tomorrow and into the future.

Attachment 1 – Project Area Map 
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List existing providers in the proposed project area and the speeds offered. Describe your outreach efforts to identify
existing providers and how this information was compiled with source(s).

2.

Answer:
Xfinity (200/10Mbps), Point Broadband (1000/1000Mbps) and Gearheart Communications (1000/40Mbps) are
shown as the existing providers.  The FCC Broadband Map and the State of Virginia Broadband Map was used to
identify potential service providers.  Gearheart Communications, Xfinity and Point Broadband were identified as
the primary providers in Lee and Wise Counties. SCTC provides service in parts of Lee County. Satellite providers
were not included in this comparison.

The proposed service area in Lee County is served by Xfinity and Point Broadband. Xfinity serves the towns of
Pennington Gap, VA and Jonesville, VA in Lee County. Point Broadband operates the old LENOWISCO Network in
Lee County. SCTC purchased this network 9.75 years ago. Point Broadband had a 12-year lease, so it is under lease
for another 2.25 more years. This leased network serves primarily the rural areas so there is little overlap. Point
Broadband has a capacity problem, which is their network.  Their network is currently at full   capacity and they
have not invested in additional capacity for electronics for a leased network with only having 2.25 years left on
the lease.  So, the unserved/underserved residences of Lee County, VA will remain unserved unless this project is
completed. Based on SCTC's records, Point Broadband serves approximately 2,000 customers in Lee and Wise
counties.  There are only about 173 of the customers are located in this proposed service area in Lee and Wise
counties according to SCTC's records from their lease.  Point Broadband can provide 1000/1000Mbps where they
serve. SCTC will light the old LENOWISCO network when the lease expires in 2.25 years to help serve the region
with additional capacity for growth in the region. The old LENOWISCO fiber will serve as additional capacity
outside of the towns for future growth when the lease expires. This VATI grant project will stimulate economic
development in this depressed rural area by attracting businesses which will create jobs, increase educational
opportunities by supplying each household a reliable and affordable broadband connection for the schools and all
consumers. This project will also increase employment opportunities for telecommuting, it will increase
telemedicine opportunities with a high-speed broadband connection and improve healthcare opportunities
especially with spikes in the Covid-19 variants which may prohibit patients from having face-to-face meetings
with their healthcare provider.

Wise County is served by Xfinity and Point Broadband as well. Xfinity is the dominate provider in the majority of
Wise County. Their website says the can deliver 100/100Mbps of service to all residential customers. The FCC
website says Xfinity does 200/10Mbps to residential customers. Xfinity cannot provide the service they advertise.
When the network is in full demand in the evenings, their service slips below the 25/3Mbps threshold for many
customers. Their network design uses a shared platform where they flood the network with100Mbps of
Bandwidth for residential customers. This shared platform is greatly reduced at each location when all locations
are using bandwidth at the same time. According to the survey completed by Rural Innovation Strategies, Inc.
(RISI), Xfinity only has 2.3% of their customers who can get 100/20Mbps or approximately 452 locations. Point
Broadband uses the leased network from SCTC in Wise County as well. Point Broadband has the same dilemma in
Wise County as they do in Lee County that their network capacity is full. The capacity of the network is used up in
Wise as well just like Lee County, VA.

Wise County has a third provider, Gearheart, which according to the FCC site, delivers 1000/40Mbps.  Based on
the 911 addresses, Gearheart passes approximately 1,955 locations and SCTC has found this usually runs about
10% to 20% high compared to what is actually there.  Gearheart seems to have the ability to deliver
100/40Mbps.  SCTC feels Gearheart's footprint is exaggerated in Wise County.  If you add all three (3) providers
numbers together who can get 100/20Mbps, Point Broadband 173, Xfinity 452, Gearheart 1,955, you only get
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2,580 total locations, which in only 13.1% which is way under the 20% overlap rule which would be 3,920
locations. Based on RISI's survey, only 5.7% of the respondents could get 100/20Mbps. In actuality, you could
double Xfinity's number and it would still be under the 20% overlap rule.

To help determine proof the proposed service area is unserved/underserved, SCTC hired RISI to conduct speed
tests in the proposed service area. The results of the speed tests are attached. (See attachment 20)  VTIA has put
a preference on serving locations which does not have 25/3Mbps service. Based on RISI's survey 35.6% cannot
get 25/3Mbps service. This equates to over 6,900 locations do not get 25/3Mbps service. Also, the survey found
Xfinity could only deliver 100/20Mbps service to only 2.3% of the customers. When including all carriers the
survey revealed only 5.7% of the respondents could get 100/20Mbps or greater. The threshold for overlap is 20%
and 5.7% overlap is way under the allowable 20%. And by the Federal Government’s definition of Broadband at
100/20 Mbps, 94.3% of these customers are unserved.     

SCTC also conducted meetings with the Lee County and Wise County Board of Supervisors. Lee
County provided two Town Hall type meetings at Lee High and Thomas Walker high schools for citizens
to attend who did not have service. SCTC surveyed those attendees and they provided documentation
as to not having service. The Wise County Board of Supervisors hired Thomas Litton, an Engineering
Firm in Wise County, VA to access their Broadband needs in Wise County.
Describe if any areas near the project have received funding from federal grant programs, including but not limited to
Connect America Funds II (CAF II), ACAM, ReConnect, Community Connect, and Rural Digital Opportunity Funds
(RDOF). If there have been federal funds awarded near the project area(s), provide a map showing these areas,
verifying the proposed project area does not conflict with these areas. Label Map: Attachment 2 – Documentation on
Federal Funding Area.

3.

Answer:
There is a small amount of CAF II funded areas that RDOF awarded to Point Broadband which accounts for about
224 locations inside the proposed service area in the proposed footprint and it is shown on the attached map.
SCTC left these locations in the grant because if we do not build to them they will never get built because the
lease expires in roughly 2 years. But again, if you include those 224 locations as Point customers the total number
passed is still less than the 20% overlap. So we included them in our numbers.  

The RDOF was awarded to mostly Space X in the proposed service area which is not shown on the
attached maps. Space X won 269 locations in the proposed service area. Since the FCC has disallowed
Space X’s award, and VATI has not disqualified these areas in the past it is included in the proposed
service area. LENOWISCO has been awarded a VATI 3 (VATICPF/SFRF#2022-014) grant which is
contiguous to this proposed service area. This application for grant funding will complete the
LENOWISCO Planning District’s Footprint with robust, reliable, affordable broadband.

Attachment 2 - Documentation on Federal Funding Area
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Overlap: To be eligible for VATI, applicants must demonstrate that the proposed project area(s) is unserved. An
unserved area is defined as an area with speeds below 100/20 Mbps and with less than 25% service overlap within the
project area for wireless projects and 20% for wireline projects. Describe any anticipated service overlap with current
providers within the project area. Provide a detailed explanation as to how you determined the percentage overlap.
Label Attachment: Attachment 3 – Documentation Unserved Area VATI Criteria.

4.

Answer:
There is a total of 19,646 potential locations within the specified project area of Wise and Lee counties who do
not have sufficient broadband services. These specific areas (PFSA) are in Big Stone Gap (3,544 locations),
Appalachia (950 locations) Norton (2,524 locations), Wise (2,007 locations), Pound (2,258 locations) and Coeburn
(1,540 locations) and Saint Paul and other rural areas of Wise County (4,805 locations) in Wise County, VA as well
as Pennington (1,259 locations), and Jonesville (759 locations) in Lee County, VA.                        

To help to determine proof that the proposed service area is unserved/underserved, SCTC hired RISI to
conduct speed tests in the proposed service area. The results of the speed tests have been attached.
(See Attachment 20 - RISI Survey)  VTIA has put a preference on serving locations which do not have
25/3Mbps service. Based on RISI's survey, 35.6% cannot get 25/3Mbps service. This equates to over
6,900 locations that do not get 25/3Mbps service.  The survey also found that Xfinity could only deliver
100/20Mbps service to only 2.3% of the customers equating to 452 locations. When including all
carriers, the survey revealed only 5.7% of the respondents could get 100/20Mbps or greater equating to
1,120 locations. The threshold for overlap is 20% equating to 3,920 locations.  The 5.7% served overlap
is considerably under the allowable 20% overlap.  According to today's definition of Broadband at
100/20Mbps, 94.3% of these customers are unserved. Since SCTC has determined Point Broadband's
service locations of 173 from their leased network to them, Xfinity’s 2.3% number of 452 locations from
the RISI survey they conducted primarily on Xfinity's footprint, and Gearhart’s passings taken from the
911 map of 1,955, SCTC estimates 2,580 locations have access to 100/20Mbps which is 13.1% of the
total passing of 19,646. This number is well below the 20% overlap rule.  By definition, 86.9% are
unserved by today’s definition of Broadband Service. Based on the survey of Xfinity’s service area,
35.6% cannot even get 25/3Mbps or over 6,900 locations. 

Attachment #3 - Documentation Unserved Area VATI Criteria
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Total Passings: Provide the number of total serviceable units in the project area. Applicants are encouraged to prioritize
areas lacking 25 Megabits per second download and 3 Megabits per second upload speeds, as they will receive priority
in application scoring. For projects with more than one service area, each service area must have delineated passing
information. Label Attachment: Attachment 4 – Passings Form.

a. Of the total number of VATI passings, provide the number of residential, business, non-residential, and community
anchors in the proposed project area.  

b. If applicable, of the total number of RDOF passings, provide the number of residential, business, non-residential, and
community anchors in the proposed project area.

c. If applicable, provide the number of passings that will require special construction costs, defined as a one-time fee
above normal service connection fees required to provide broadband access to a premise . Describe the methodology
used for these projections.

 d. If applicable, provide the number of passings included in the application that will receive broadband access because
special construction costs have been budgeted in the VATI application. Describe the methodology used for determining
which passings with special construction costs were budgeted in the application.  

e. Provide the number of passings in the project area that have 25/3 Mbps or less. Describe the methodology used for
these projections. (up to 15 points)

5.

Answer:
a. Total VATI Passings: 19,646  Residential 18,444, Business 995, Non-residential 184, Community Anchors 23.

b. RDOF Passings: Residential 22, Business 0, Non-residential 0, Community Anchors 0.  These RDOF passings are in
Wise County under Point Broadband.  Space X had a RDOF award but has been disqualified by the FCC for their
RDOF award.  

c. Special Construction passings: 0  (In all grant funded subsidized builds, SCTC does not charge additional or special
construction costs to the customer and SCTC builds to all consumers that request service.

d. Special Construction Cost passings: 0  The Methodology for Special Construction passings - At 6 customers or less
per mile in rural southwest Virginia, all locations are most likely special construction ie: high costs. If the DHCD funds
this VATI application, SCTC would build, as always, to everyone without a speical construction cost for the drop or the
installation. With SCTC's approach, there are no Special Construction Costs in this project.

e. Number of 25/3Mbps or less passings:  6,994. The Methodology used to determine the consumers with less than
25/3Mbps was taken from a survey conducted by RISI and is included in Attachment 20. SCTC retained RISI to survey
the customers primarily in Xfinity’s footprint. The survey determined 35.6% of the 19,646 locations does not have
25/3 Mbps or over 6,900 households do not have 25/3Mbps of service in the proposed service area. That is over
one-third of the households in the proposed service area. When you total all three of the provider’s ability to
deliver 100/20Mbp, it adds up to be 2,580 locations or 13.1%.  By the definition of Broadband service today,
86.9% are unserved in the proposed service area.   

See Attachment 4 - Passings Form

See Attachment 20 - RISI Survey
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Describe if any blocks awarded in Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF) are included in the VATI application area. If
RDOF areas are included in the VATI application, provide a map of these areas and include information on number of
passings in RDOF awarded areas within the VATI application area, and Census Block Group ID number for each block
group in the project area. Label Attachment: Attachment 5 – RDOF Awarded Areas Form in VATI Area

6.

Answer:
RODF is included in the proposed Service Area and is shown on the attached maps in Attachment #2.
Space X won 269 locations. Since the FCC has disallowed that award and the VATI grants have never
disallowed where they won, we left it in our proposed service area. Point Broadband won 22 locations in
RDOF and approximately 202 in CAF II locations. Point Broadband does not own this network. SCTC
owns the network they use/lease and their (Point Broadband's) lease will expire in 2 years.  SCTC plans
to use that network to provide additional capacity for growth in the future and will not renew Point
Broadband's lease. It is amazing a 10-year subsidy was awarded and a 10-year contract signed when
only a 5-year lease existed.  With that being said, SCTC left these locations in the proposed service
area because if SCTC does not build them, they will never get built. SCTC feels they should not be
penalized nor the constituent/customer because of a flawed RDOF and CAF II process.

See Attachment 5 - RDOF Awarded Areas Form in VATI Area
For wireless projects only:  Please explain the ownership of the proposed wireless infrastructure. Please describe if
the private co-applicant will own or lease the radio mast, tower, or other vertical structure onto which the wireless
infrastructure will be installed.

7.

Answer:
N/A
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Network Design: Provide a description of the network system design used to deliver broadband service from the
network’s primary internet point(s) of presence to end users, including the network components that already exist and
the ones that would be added by the proposed project. Provide a detailed explanation of how this information was
determined with sources. Provide information on how capacity for scalability, or expansion, of how the network can
adapt to future needs. If using a technology with shared bandwidth, describe how the equipment will handle capacity
during peak intervals. For wireless projects, provide a propagation map for the proposed project area with a clearly
defined legend for scale of map. Label Map: Attachment 6 – Propagation Map Wireless Project.

8.

Answer:
Scott County Telephone Cooperative's (SCTC's) network is configured as an actively switched Ethernet
network.  Active Ethernet is a relatively simpler protocol that uses less complexity and signaling
overhead that can provide higher transmission speeds and greater throughput capacities.  It allows a
greater direct control of actual packet routing and traffic management that provides more granularity for
grooming data flow and for analysis/trouble-shooting when needed.  The sultant customer and inter-
carrier connections provide better interoperability and less signaling complexity.  SCTC currently uses a
combination of Ciena and Calix hardware to light their network.  SCTC's current standard deployment
gear can provide each end-user with up to 1Gbps of bandwidth.  But, with alternate interface cards,
speeds up to 10Gbps can be provided to the end-user without deploying special hardware.

In the proposed project, SCTC will be utilizing Calix's Passive Optical Network (PON) solution in
preparation of 10Gbps becoming a standard service offering.  PON technology allows the service
provider to centralize access equipment and reduce turn-up time.  With a PON solution, SCTC is able to
offer higher service speeds while reducing the total number of network components needed, thus
simplifying network design and lowering administrative overhead.

The SCTC regional network consists of redundantly ringed fiber pathways across the region, each with
multiple fiber strands in each cable sheath.  These individual strands are lit using Dense Wave Division
Multiplexing (DWDM) technology that enables multiple transmission pathways within each fiber
strand.  Currently, SCTC only uses eight wavelengths to enable up to 80Gbps of throughput capacity
strand, but is currently in the process of expanding this to forty wavelengths.  With this expansion, SCTC
will be capable of transporting up to forty 100Gpbs connections.

SCTC uses redundant Juniper routers in its core to process all internet traffic. The routers currently have
four 10Gbps based connections to diverse Internet backbones and two 10gbs direct peering
connections. The Internet backbone connections are contracted through GTT, Lumen, Hurricane
Electric, Windstream, and Bright Ridge and terminate at diverse sites in our ringed network. Direct
peering is established in Atlanta using Digital Realty and in Ashburn using Equinix. The routing of
Internet destined traffic across these seven pathways is managed dynamically using Border Gateway
Routing Protocol (BGP).

See Attachment 19 - Detailed Technology for the Project
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Speeds: Describe the internet service offerings, including download and upload speeds, to be provided after completion
of the proposed project. Detail whether that speed is based on dedicated or shared bandwidth, and detail the
technology that will be used. This description can be illustrated by a map or schematic diagram, as appropriate. List the
private co-applicant’s tiered price structure for all speed offerings in the proposed project area, including the lowest
tiered speed offering at or above 100/20 Mbps. (up to 10 points)

9.

Answer:
For this project, SCTC will offer the following rates:  100Mbps/down & 100Mbps/up @ $59.95/month, 3
00Mbps/down & 300Mbps/up @ $69.95/month, 500Mbps/down & 500Mbps/up @ $79.95/month and 
1Gbps/down & 1Gbps/up @ $99.95/month.

•             Leased wireless routers are available at an additional monthly fee of $5.00

 •             Whole home WiFi Extenders available for an additional $4.95/month per device

•             No Contracts or Data Caps

•             No Installation fee for initial install

•             Higher bandwidth speeds from 1Gbps up to 10Gbps of dedicated bandwidth is scalable per
location if requested.

*Residences with school-aged students will be offered a discount of $10.00/month until the pandemic
has ended.

SCTC currently offers the following Programs to its low-income consumers:

•             Affordable Connectivity Program - $30.00 monthly discount

•             Federal Communication Commission’s Lifeline Program - $9.25 monthly discount

SCTC representatives will inform qualifying families of the up to $30 credit that the Affordable
Connectivity Program provides by distributing flyers to the schools for students to take home to their
parents.  All families with school-aged children will receive an additional $10 monthly discount until the
on-going Pandemic has ended.

Eligibility for the ACP program is done with NLAD/USAC, just like the Lifeline discount. 

The school-aged students receive their discount by having the school guidance office to email SCTC
that the student is enrolled in school to determine their eligibility.
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Explain how the proposed project achieves universal broadband coverage for the locality or fits into a larger plan to
achieve universal broadband coverage for the locality. If applicable, explain the remaining areas of need in the locality
and a brief description of the plan to achieve universal broadband coverage. (up to 50 points)

10.

Answer:
This project fits into a larger project to achieve universal broadband coverage due to serving the
remaining unserved areas in LENOWISCO's footprint and beyond.

Powell Valley Electric Cooperative (PVEC), SCTC's partner, has pledged to build fiber to every unserved
location and SCTC has agreed to light and manage it.  Under the current contract, PVEC and SCTC will
do a revenue share which pays back PVEC for any investment they make by SCTC.  Until that
investment is paid back, PVEC is waiving all pole rental and make-ready charges.  Upon repayment of
their investment, PVEC will begin charging pole rental fees and the revenue share will
discontinue.  PVEC will continue to provide customer service and maintenance within their footprint.

The LENOWISCO PDC, SCTC and PVEC's goal is to have broadband to every location in the
LENOWISCO Planning District's footprint.  The execution of one VATI grant along with the last of the in-
home installations of the second VATI grant have demonstrated it possible to accomplish this goal.
Each entity is committed, so the remaining unserved areas of need will be completed with this
project.  Therefore, universal broadband coverage in LENOWISCO's footprint would be 100% achieved
with this grant funding and finish out the entire LENOWISCO footprint.
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Project Readiness  
  
Describe the current state of project development, including but not limited to: planning, preliminary engineering,
identifying easements/permits, status of MOU or MOA, and final design. Prepare a detailed project timeline or
construction schedule, identifying specific tasks, staff, contractor(s) responsible, collection of data, etc., and estimated
start and completion dates. Applicants are encouraged to extensively discuss, where applicable, easements relating to
railroad crossings, federally-owned lands and parks, partnerships with the Virginia Department of Transportation, and
mobile home parks. Applicants must include Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs)or Memorandums of Agreement
(MOAs) between applicants (drafts are allowable). Label Attachments: Attachment 7 – Timeline/Project Management
Plan; Attachment 8 – MOU/MOA between Applicant/Co-Applicant; (up to 10 points)

11.

Answer:
Planning and preliminary engineering for this project is complete.  SCTC has an existing partnership
with PVEC to provide broadband services to all PVEC customers.  This partnership will include no make
-readies and no pole rental fees for this project when located in PVEC's footprint.  A revenue share
agreement is in place for SCTC to pay PVEC for their investment thru that revenue share.  When PVEC
is paid in full, SCTC will own the network.  PVEC will start charging pole rental fees and make readies
once SCTC pays off PVEC's investment.  PVEC will build this project and purchase outside plant
materials.  SCTC will purchase materials to install the electronics in the network as well as at the
customer premise and provide that installation.  SCTC will obtain estimates from contractors and
vendors to price check.  Construction will primarily be aerial and installed on pre-existing poles.  Minimal
to no ground disturbance is expected and significantly decreases potential environmental impacts. 

SCTC has completed planning and preliminary engineering for Wise and Lee Counties.  SCTC has an
existing Pole Attachment Agreements with Old Dominion Power & Appalachian Power Company.  The
relationship with Old Dominion Power allows SCTC to Engineer and determine make-ready costs and
use the portal on a system to enter the information and complete pole attachment permits.  SCTC will
bid the construction of this project and negotiate the best price with SCTC's existing electronics
providers.  SCTC will bid and purchase the materials with an emphasis on availability.  SCTC's
Engineers will inspect all construction and installations to ensure quality and accuracy.  Minimal to no
ground disturbance will occur which significantly decreases potential environmental impacts.

LENOWISCO will administer the grant funds, assist in obtaining easements and permits from KU/ODP
Kentucky Utilities/Old Dominion Power and American Electric Power (AEP), if needed. SCTC will
manage the construction of the project.  SCTC has existing relationships with the Power companies
involved to attach to their poles. (Pole Attachment Agreements are included in Attachment 18 - Pole
Attachment Agreements).

LENOWISCO has a revenue sharing agreement with SCTC.  In 2012, SCTC purchased the
LENOWISCO Network, LLC thru its subsidiary company, Appalachian Broadband, LLC.  The funds from
the revenue share are used as seed money to expand broadband service or any economic development
projects in the LENOWISCO PDC Footprint.

Attachment 7-Timeline/Project Management Plan

Attachment 8-MOU/MOA between Applicant and Co-Applicant
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Has the applicant or co-applicant received any VATI grants? If so, provide a list of these grants, with a detailed summary
of the status of each.

12.

Answer:
Yes, the LENOWISCO PDC have received three (3) VATI grants.  The grants received are listed below.

VATI FY2020LP-001 LENOWISCO Regional Broadband Expansion Phase 1 - Project is complete.

VATI  #2021-001 LENOWISCO US 58 Corridor Broadband Expansion Project - Construction is complete and SCTC is
performing on-going in-home installations. This grant deadline is December 2022.

VATICPF/SFRF#2022-014 LENOWISCO District-Wide Broadband Project - Environmentals have been completed,
contract negotiations have been completed and final contracts have been signed and sent back from the DHCD as of
August 4, 2022.   Electronics have been ordered.
Matching funds: Complete the funding sources table indicating the cash match and inkind resources from the applicant,
co-applicant, and any other partners investing in the proposed project (VATI funding cannot exceed 80 percent of total
project cost). In-kind resources include, but are not limited to: grant management, acquisition of rights of way or
easements, waiving permit fees, force account labor, etc. Please note that a minimum20% match is required to be
eligible for VATI, the private sector provider must provide10% of the required match. If the private co-applicant cash
match is below 10% of total project cost, applicants must provide financial details demonstrating appropriate private
investment.  If applicants and co-applicants are seeking to include prior expended funds as matching funds, Attachment
11 must be completed. Label Attachments: Attachment 9 - Funding Sources Table; Attachment 10 – Documentation of
Match Funding; Attachment 11 - Prior Expended Match Form

13.

Answer:
The Project will cost: $66,466,100.00

SCTC's Match (20%): $13,293,220.00

VATI Funding (80%): $53,172,880.00

See Attachment 9 - Funding Sources Table

See Attachment 10 - Documentation of Match Funding
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Leverage: Describe any leverage being provided by the applicant, co-applicant, and partner(s) in support of the
proposed project. (up to 10 points)

14.

Answer:
The LENOWISCO PDC has an existing revenue sharing agreement with Scott County Telephone Cooperative
(SCTC).  In 2012, SCTC purchased the LENOWISCO Network, LLC thru its subsidiary company, Appalachian
Broadband, LLC.  SCTC is currently doing a revenue share of 2% of the gross revenue from that network with
LENOWISCO.  The funds from that revenue share are used for "seed money" to expand broadband service or
economic development projects in the LENOWISCO Planning District footprint. Some of that seed money was used to
purchase wireless equipment for 17 WiFi hotspots throughout the LENOWISCO footprint in 2019 to provide broadband
for school-aged children without service. SCTC provided the installation and the bandwidth.

Due to this grant being phased from the last three VATI LENOWISCO grants, SCTC was and will continue to use some
of the same cabinets to house some of the electronics and save a considerable amount of money whenever they
can.  This project is contiguous to some of SCTC's existing network which allows SCTC to have redundancy in the
network which improves service reliability that will be beneficial for all consumers.

Due to SCTC's partnership with PVEC, no make-ready or pole attachment fees were charged on previous VATI
Projects, which was a huge savings for SCTC.  The partnership allowed fiber deployment on previous VATI projects to
be expedited faster and more efficiently.  The Co-Applicant, SCTC has existing pole attachment agreements with the
areas outside of PVEC's footprint. SCTC relationship with Old Dominion Power will also reduce costs and expedite this
project.  (See Attachment 18)

SCTC's partnership with PVEC has provided a great cost reduction for all LENOWISCO's broadband projects. This
partnership has constructed 147 miles of fiber backbone through much of this proposed project area in Lee County
which equates to about $2.4 million. This construction of this backbone fiber will basically reduce this project cost by
$2.4 million. So, it has reduced the cost per sub substantially as well. 

Attachment 18- Co-Applicant Agreement & Pole Attachment Agreements, includes a copy of SCTCs MOU and
Agreement with PVEC.
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Communications Plan: Describe efforts to keep the public informed of project progress and the broadband adoption
plan.

a. Explain how you plan on communicating the project status to stakeholders, including but not limited to County
leadership, project areas residents, etc. (Up to 10 points)

b. Explain how you plan to promote customer take rate, including marketing activities, outreach plan, and other actions
to reach the identified serviceable units within the project area. Provide the anticipated take rate and describe the basis
for the estimate. (up to 10 points)

c. Describe any digital literacy efforts to ensure residents and businesses in the proposed project area sufficiently utilize
broadband. Please list any partnering organizations for digital literacy, such as the local library or cooperative extension
office.

15.

Answer:
Scott County Telephone Cooperative (SCTC) and LENOWISCO’s Management Team will conduct quarterly conference
calls and invite a member from each of the counties they are working in to keep everyone informed on the project.
Information contained in the monthly progress reports will be reviewed as well the progress on the project. Each locality
will utilize various social media and traditional communication channels to promote the project and service availability as
the project is built out. 

A Scott County Telephone Cooperative (SCTC) management team member (Bill Franklin, Roger Fraysier or Matthew
Hill) and a staff member from LENOWISCO will provide 1 or 2 presentations annually at Board of Supervisors meetings
to provide project updates within each county to be served. 

SCTC’s Management Team (Bill Franklin, Roger Fraysier, or Matthew Hill) will keep the County Administrators up-to-
date by calling them via telephone to update them on happenings within the project areas if they are unable to be on the
quarterly meetings conference call.

Upon building in an area, yard signs will be placed in the area informing all potential customers that fiber is coming
soon. The signs will provide a phone number to call for information. Before drops are installed, representatives from
SCTC will go door-to-door distributing flyers.  SCTC estimates a 55+% take-rate or 10,814 locations of the 19,646
locations based on previous broadband projects SCTC has constructed and completed.

Direct mailers will be sent out by SCTC to addresses in the area being built. SCTC will have customer service staff
readily available to answer all inquiries. 

SCTC will utilize its websites to keep the communities informed when fiber connectivity will be available in their area.
With the Facebook social media platform being a strong marketing tool, a strong presence will be able to reach out to
users within the project areas. 

SCTC customer service representatives will inform qualifying families of the up to $30 credit that the Affordable
Connectivity Program provides when customers call in to sign up for service. SCTC will also be distributing flyers to the
schools for students to take home to their parents.  All families with school-aged children will receive an additional $10
monthly discount until the on-going Pandemic has ended.

During project construction, SCTC will visit each passing and place a door hanger notification when service is expected
to be available and all contact information for the customer for hook-up of their service.

Digital Literacy efforts will be conducted and planned upon the grant approval.
Project Management: Identify key individuals who will be responsible for the management of the project and provide a
brief description of their role and responsibilities for the project. Present this information in table format. Provide a brief
description of the applicant and co applicant’s history and experience with managing grants and constructing broadband
communication facilities.

16.
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Answer:
NAME

TITLE

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

RESPONSIBILITIES

Duane A. Miller

Executive Director (LENOWISCO PDC)

25

Co-oversight of all aspects of the project.

Rebecca Crockett

Director of Project Dev. (LENOWISCO PDC)

14

Project Management/Grant Administration of Project

William J. Franklin

C.E.O. (SCTC)

28

Oversight of all aspects of the project.

Roger Fraysier

Executive VP of Finance & Operations (SCTC)

21

Operational and Accounting functions of the project.

Matt Hill

C.O.O. (SCTC)

29

Engineering Management, Network Management & Design functions of the project.

Gwen Richardson

Project Manager/Office Manager/Exec. VP & Operations Manager-MountaiNet (SCTC)
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35

Marketing, Data Management and customer support for the projects.

Melissa Jessee

Exec. Administrative Manager/Grants Adm.

31

Reporting requirements for the project.

The LENOWISCO Planning District Commission and Scott County Telephone Cooperative (SCTC) have worked
together for many years to better the communities, counties and region.  LENOWISCO will provide assistance to Scott
County Telephone Cooperative in obtaining permits, right-of-ways, easements or any other assistance needed for this
project.  LENOWISCO will over-see the management of the grant funds and document the monies to insure they are
dispersed properly.

Scott County Telephone Cooperative's (SCTC's) management team has had many years of experience managing and
constructing broadband facilities.  SCTC has completed 17 Fiber-to-the-Premise projects totaling approximately $47
million.  SCTC will design, construct, manage and maintain this project.  SCTC will be responsible for 20% of the match
on this project.

Powell Valley Electric Cooperative (PVEC) has completed several Fiber-to-the Home projects for other providers
totaling approximately $30 million.  The existing partnership with LENOWISCO and SCTC along with SCTC's
relationship with PVEC to extend Broadband to unserved areas in the region gain the efficiencies of scope and volume
which allows all to combine resources to serve a much larger area.  The partnerships are ideal for all constituents,
whether it's a residential consumer or a business owner.  It allows SCTC to offer more bandwidth at a lower price to
improve the quality of life, to promote economic development, to improve education, and to improve health care thru
tele-medicine in the region.  That is, by example, the driving force behind Cooperatives.

SCTC has an agreement with PVEC that any projects done together, PVEC will construct the outside plant and SCTC
will light it. PVEC will, in essence, provide the match for the outside plant construction, but when completed, this match
will be repaid by SCTC through its current revenue sharing agreement that SCTC has with PVEC.  When PVEC repaid
from the revenue sharing agreement, SCTC will own the network. PVEC begins charging pole rental, customer service
fees and maintenance fees. This partnership is a win/win for our communities, our region and our state.

Attachment 14 - Letters of Support (Stakeholders/Locality)
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Project Budget and Cost Appropriateness

Budget: Applicants must provide a detailed budget that outlines how the grant funds will be utilized, including an
itemization of equipment, construction costs, and a justification of proposed expenses. If designating more than one
service area in a single application, each service area must have delineated budget information. For wireless projects,
please include delineated budget information by each tower. Expenses should be substantiated by clear cost estimates.
Include copies of vendor quotes or documented cost estimates supporting the proposed budget. Label Attachments:
Attachment 12 – Derivation of Costs; Attachment 13 - Documentation of Supporting Cost Estimates. (up to 10 points)

17.

Answer:
The proposed request of $66,466,100.00 with 80% VATI ($53,172,880.00) and 20% SCTC Match ($13,293,220.00) for
Lee & Wise counties will finalize the initial FY2020, FY2021, and FY2022 VATI Projects to finish the LENOWISCO
Planning District's footprint.  

Project costs include outside plant, CPE, make-ready, engineering, OLT equipment, and railroad crossing costs.  All
cost estimates are based on SCTC's prior projects.  All other costs are procured, with the only exception of
electronics.  SCTC uses Calix electronic equipment to keep its network operable with SCTC's existing network.

 

 Attachment 12 – Derivation of Costs  

Attachment 13 - Documentation of Supporting Cost Estimates
The cost benefit index is comprised of state cost per unit passed. Individual cost benefit scores are calculated and
averaged together to create a point scale for a composite score. Provide the following:  
a. Total VATI funding request

b. Number of serviceable units  
(up to 125 points)

18.

Answer:
Total VATI Funding request - $53,172,880.00

Number of Serviceable Units - 19,646

 
Commonwealth Priorities (Up to 50 points)  
  
Additional points will be awarded to proposed projects that reflect Commonwealth priorities. If applicable, describe the
following:  
a. Businesses, community anchors, or other passings in the proposed project area that will have a significant impact on
the locality or region because of access to broadband.

b. Unique partnerships involved in the proposed project. Examples include electric utilities, universities, and
federal/state agencies.

c. Digital equity efforts to ensure low to moderate income households in the proposed project area will have affordable
access to speeds at or above 100/20 mbps, include information regarding the internet service provider’s participation in
the Affordable Connectivity Program

d. The co-applicant’s efforts to mitigate supply chain constraints, including labor shortages and order-to-delivery delays
on telecommunications materials required to construct broadband networks.  

e. The applicant’s and co-applicant’s efforts to promote broadband adoption, including, but not limited to: telehealth,
smart farming, e-entrepreneurship, and distance learning.  

19.
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Answer:
a.  There are 278 businesses and 3 community anchors located in Lee County Project areas.   SCTC does provide
broadband service to the Lee County School System. In the last year, SCTC built a broadband connection to about 600
unserved students in Lee County. The proposed project will provide service to the remaining unserved students in Lee
county.  This project will provide 2,018 residences in Lee County affordable, reliable and robust broadband
service.  There are 924 busineses and 20 Community Anchors in Wise County project areas.  SCTC hopes to
accomplish in Wise County what SCTC has in Scott and soon to be Lee County, 100% broadband coverage for all
school-aged children. This project will provide 17,628 residences of Wise County affordable, reliable and robust
broadband service.  SCTC is already serving schools, medical facilities, and business throughout the region. SCTC has
partnered with LENOWISCO, and the Virginia Coalfield Coalition to provide broadband service to over 70 cell sites in
the region. SCTC manage and operates this network.  

b.  LENOWISCO and SCTC have a unique partnership and share a common interest to better their communities,
counties and region.  SCTC's partnership with PVEC is ideal for all constituents because they share the same goals of
offering a service to everyone at an affordable price.  All parties involved strive to improve the quality of life and promote
economic development within their communities, counties and the entire region.  We've seen first-hand the substantial
impact that robust, reliable, and affordable high-speed internet can have on rural communities.  The need for
telecommuting and telemedicine increased significantly during the start of the pandemic, as well as the needs for
students doing schoolwork at home were among the most dramatic.  LENOWISCO and SCTC teamed up to provide 17
Wi-Fi hotspots for anyone to utilize throughout the region.  SCTC extended the school network in Scot County to the
homes of 167 school-aged children who did not have service due to their economic conditions. This allowed those
students free access to the schools network. For the homes of all school age children and teachers in Scott County all
accounts were upgraded to the next level of bandwidth at no charge. In Lee County SCTC built network to over 600
locations without broadband service. Then gave a $10 discount to all locations which had school-aged children until the
on-going pandemic ends. There were still many more unserved rural areas that did not have the reliable broadband
access.

c.  Digital Equality efforts will be adopted to ensure low to moderate income households in the project areas will have
affordable access to speeds above the 25/3Mbps threshold if this project is awarded.  SCTC's 100/100Mbps service
offering is only $59.95.  Additionally, SCTC is offering consumers with school-age children a $10.00 price reduction to
promote connectivity and enhance their educational opportunities. SCTC intends to add an affordable 2Gig/2Gig
symmetrical and 10Gig/10Gig symmetrical offering for residential customers. SCTC has encouraged our customers to
sign up for the ACP program which pays $30/month for their broadband customers. SCTC feels this program will
continue into the future. This will be vital for region so all of our economically challenged constituents can afford a robust
broadband connection for their children's education, family health care and provide for their entrepreneurism
opportunities for self-advancement.   

e. The Applicant's and Co-Applicant's efforts to promote broadband adoption will include: Conducting quarterly
conference calls and invite a member from each of the two counties to keep everyone informed on the project.
Information contained in the monthly progress reports will be reviewed as well the progress on the project.  Each locality
will utilize various social media and traditional communication channels to promote the project and service availability as
the project is built-out. 

20.
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Additional Information

Please attach any letters of support from stakeholders. If the applicant is not a locality(s) in which the project will
occur, please provide a letter of support from that locality.

Attachment 14 – Letters of Support.  
 
Provide the two most recent Form 477 submitted to the FCC, or equivalent, as well as point, polygon, and, for
wireless providers, RSSI shapefiles for the project area  in .zip file form. With attachments 17 through 20, attach any
other information that the applicant desires to include. Applicants are limited to four additional attachments.  
 
Label Additional Attachments as:

a. Attachment 15 –Two most recent Form 477 submitted to the FCC or equivalent

b. Attachment 16 - Point and Polygon shapefiles, in.zip file form, showing proposed passings and project area

c. Attachment 17 - For wireless applicants: shapefiles, in .zip file form, indicating RSSI projections in the application
area

d. Attachment 18 – XXXXXXX

e. Attachment 19 – XXXXXXX

f. Attachment 20 – XXXXXXX
Answer:

Attachment 1 Project Area Map

A1- Project Area Maps

Attachment 2 Documentation of Federal Funding Area

A2- Documentation of Federal Funding

Attachment 3 Documentation that proposed area is unserved based on VATI Criteria

A3- Documentation Unserved Area based on VATI Criteria

Attachment 4 Passings Form

A4- Passings Form

Attachment 5 RDOF Awarded Areas included in VATI Application

A5– RDOF Awarded Areas included in VATI Application

Attachment 6 Propagation Map if Wireless
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A6- N/A

Attachment 7 Timeline/Project Management Plan

A7- Timeline Project Management Plan

Attachment 8 MOU/MOA between Applicant/Co-Applicant

A8- MOU/MOA between Applicant/Co-Applicant

Attachment 9 Funding Sources Table

A9- Funding Sources Table

Attachment 10 Documentation for Match Funding

A10- Documentation of Match Funding  

Attachment 11 Prior Expended Match Form

A11-N/A

Attachment 12 Derivation of Costs (Project Budget)

A12- Derivation of Costs

Attachment 13 Documentation Supporting Project Costs

A13- Documentation of Supporting Cost Estimates

Attachment 14 Letters of Support

A14-Letters of Support  

Attachment 15 Two Most Recent Form 477’s submitted to FCC  

A15- Two most recent Form 477’s

Attachment 16 Point and Polygon Shapefiles  

A16- Point and Polygon Shapefiles  

Attachment 17 RSSI Projections Shapefiles  

A17- N/A  

Attachment 18 Co-Applicant Agreements & Pole Attachment Agreements  

A18- Co-Applicant Agreements & Pole Attachment Agreements

Attachment 19 Detailed Technology for the Project  
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A19- Detailed Technology for the Project  

Attachment 20 RISI Survey of Unserved Areas

A20- RISI Surveys on Unserved Areas

  

Attachments:
Map(s) of project area, including proposed infrastructure

Attachment1ProjectAreaMaps8242022112305.zip

Documentation of Federal Funding (CAF/ACAM/USDA/RDOF, etc…) in and/or near proposed project area.

Attachment2DocumentationofFederalFundingArea8242022115643.zip

Documentation that proposed project area is unserved based on VATI criteria

Attachment3DocumentationUnservedAreaVATICriteria824202231125.pdf

Passings Form (Use template provided)

Attachment4PassingsForm297202292022.pdf

Documentation of RDOF awarded area in VATI project Area (Use template provided)

Attachment5RDOFAwardedAreasincludedinVATIApplication8242022123946.pdf

Timeline/Project Management Plan

Attachment7TimelineProjectManagementPlan823202243107.pdf

MOU/MOA between applicant/co-applicant (can be in draft form)

Attachment8MOUMOAbetweenLENOWISCOandSCTC810202224755.pdf

Funding Sources Table (Use template provided)

Attachment9FundingSourcesTable8222022100754.pdf

Documentation of Match Funding

Attachment10DocumentationofMatchFunding823202294942.pdf
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Derivation of Cost/Project Budget (Use template provided)

Attachment12DerivationofCosts8182022105139.pdf

Documentation of Supporting Cost Estimates

Attachment13DocumentationofSupportingCostEstimates8182022110135.pdf

Letters of Support

Attachment14LettersofSupport824202221607.pdf

Two most recent Form 477 submitted to the FCC or equivalent

Attachment15TwoMostRecentForm47789202242143.pdf

Point and Polygon shapefiles, in.zip file form, showing proposed passings and project area

Attachment16PointandPolygonShapefiles8242022105213.zip

Optional

Attachment18PoleAttachmentAgreementsandCoApplicantAgreementswithPVEC8222022114900.pdf

Optional

Attachment19DetailedTechnologyoftheProject816202242512.pdf

Optional

Attachment20RISISurvey816202242522.pdf

  
  
Notes:  
The LENOWISCO PDC and SCTC are poised to make a difference in the lives of the citizens of Lee and Wise counties. The
determination to serve locations in Lee County and Wise County who do not currently have access to reliable, affordable and
robust high-speed broadband that supports future-proof technology is evidence of that commitment. We are building faster and
connecting more customers than anyone ever before us. This project will speed this process by providing funding which will allow
us to serve the remaining consumers in the LENOWISCO PDC footprint and move closer to serving the harder to serve areas
that are even more rural.
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2023 Virginia Telecommunication Initiative (VATI)  

Passing Form 
 

Note: The Total Number of Passings MUST be equal to the Residential, Business (non-home based), Non-residential and Community Anchors sum. 

Note: Do not include passings in RDOF awarded areas that were awarded to the co-applicant; these passings should be included in the RDOF Passings 

Form. Passings included in this application in RDOF awarded areas that were not awarded to the co-applicant, unless successfully challenged, are 

considered unserved and should be counted as passings in this form. 

1 The total number of structures in the project area that can receive service. See definition of passing below for more detail.  
2 The number of structures in the project area that will not require special construction costs to provide service to. These passings fall within the 
broadband provider’s standard service connection drop length and do not require nonstandard equipment or any additional fees above normal service 
connection fees required to provide broadband access to a premise.  
3 The number of structures in the project area with all construction costs budgeted in the application. These passings will not require any additional 
special construction costs beyond those budgeted for in the VATI application. 
4 The number of structures in the project area that do not have access to internet at speeds of at least 25 mbps download and 3 mbps upload.  

Type of Passings Total Number of Passings 

in the Project Area 1  

Passings in the 

Project Area, without 

Special Construction 

Costs Required2 

Passings with Special 

Construction Costs budgeted 

in the Application 3 

Number of Passings with 

Speeds at 25/3 or below 

in Project Area 4 

Residential  18,444 18,444  6,994 

Businesses (non-home based)  995 995   

Businesses (home-based)       

Community Anchors  23 23   

Non-residential  184 184   

Total  19,646 19,646  6,994 















                       Attachment # 9 

 

VATI FUNDING SOURCES TABLE 

 

Source Amount % Status 

REQUESTED VATI $ 53,172,880 80% Pending 

SCTC-Co-Applicant $ 13,293,220 20% 

Cash-on-Hand/Margins 

(Profit)/Line of Credit/Loan 

      $                   

      $                   

      $                   

      $                   

      $                   

TOTAL $ 66,466,100 100 %  

 

 

 

Please fill in the chart below with a description of the project funding source (local, federal, state, private, 

other), the amount from that source, the percentage of total project funding that source represents, and a 

description of the current status of the funds (pending, secured, etc.).  

 

 







































































































CDBG Derivation of Cost

Product Total VATI Non-VATI Source of Estimate

TOTAL  $         66,466,100.00  $  53,172,880.00  $  13,293,220.00 SCTC Engineering

Outside Plant Construction  $         47,752,100.00  $  38,201,680.00  $    9,550,420.00 SCTC Engineering

Electronics  $         12,614,000.00  $  10,091,200.00  $    2,522,800.00 SCTC Engineering

Engineering  $           4,250,000.00  $    3,400,000.00  $       850,000.00 SCTC Engineering

Administration  $           1,850,000.00  $    1,480,000.00  $       370,000.00 SCTC Engineering

Product Total VATI Non-VATI Source of Estimate

Outside Plant Construction (Fiber Buried, 

Aerial Fiber, Drops, Cabinets, Make Readies, 

Right of way Clearing, & Pre-Fab shelters

 $              47,752,100  $       38,201,680  $         9,550,420 SCTC Engineering

Electronics  (OLT's Chassis, Optics,BGP 

Routing Equipment, & Customer Premise 

Equipment)

 $              12,614,000  $       10,091,200  $         2,522,800 SCTC Engineering

Engineering (Staking Services, Drafting 

Computerization, Construction Management, 

Plans & Specifications.

 $                4,250,000  $         3,400,000  $            850,000 SCTC Engineering

Administration (Pre Application Expense)  $                1,850,000  $         1,480,000  $            370,000 SCTC Engineering

Total - Lee & Wise County VATI Project

 $              66,466,100  $       53,172,880  $       13,293,220 SCTC Engineering

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

1



CDBG Derivation of Cost

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

       $                            -    $                     -    $                     -        

2



CDBG Derivation of Cost

Date

8/10/2022

8/10/2022

8/10/2022

8/10/2022

8/10/2022

Date

8/10/2022

8/10/2022

8/10/2022

8/10/2022

8/10/2022

     

     

     

     

3



CDBG Derivation of Cost

     

     

     

     

     

     

4
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